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'showcase'
Assembly
comes on stream

The clear and colourful production
floor in building I. The white lines
designate assembly stations and other
specific areas.

Peter Whiles (left), showcase project
implemenlalion manager, with Phil
King, who leads the Mitcheldean
2000 project.

MitcheidBan Plant —
national award winners
From the left—

• Best Factories Award
• Environmental Commendation
• British Quality Award

facility
"THE FIRST major step towards
the achievement of our goal of a
world-class manufacturing
facility by 1993 is now
complete," reports Phil King,
leader of the Mitcheldean 2000
project.
" A l l new build of low volume
copiers is being carried out on
Just in Time principles in the
focussed factory .set up in
building I . "
The 5012/14 'showcase'
facility commenced operations
on 17 April. Then, over the
spring holiday week, the 5018/28
line took up residence, leaving
building 4 in readiness for
conversion into the Electronics
Manufacturing Centre.
The new assembly facility,
one of a number of major
projects within the total M2000
strategy, itself consisted of over
50 individual sub-projects which
needed to be worked on before it
could be fully implemented.
Contracted out to the
departmental expertise of MIS,
works engineering, materials
logistics, technical services and
others, these sub-projects were
all interdependent and, as
planning project leader, John
Court had the task of getting all
the ideas integrated.
"Support all the way through
was superb," he told us,
"especially bearing in mind the
complexity of the job, the
amount of time involved, and the
fact that people carried out their
respective tasks along with their
everyday routine responsibilities
during the planning stages.
"We moved the goal posts —
and the pitch — quite a few
times. Nevertheless, the assembly
facility is very much as we
envisaged at the start."
The main requirements for the
focussed factory were that the
facility should be flexible enough
Continued overleaf

Nigel Ruck and Sue Harrison
(materials office) keep the material
flowing by highlighting shortages to
purchasing department.
Maurice Prout and (right) Gary Sleeman confer in the stores office. Incoming demands for material are received via the
terminals: on the right, batches of picking tickets are printed out.

to respond quickly to changes in
customer demands, that there
should be a clear view across the
assembly floor and a reduction in
work-in-progress stock on the
floor.
New technologies have been
harnessed to achieve this, with a
computer-based operator material
'puir system developed by a
multifunctional team led by Mike
Bendall. manager, stores and
production control, to replace the
previous 'push' system.
The system is an initial step
towards the eventual control of
material flow — with Just in
Time delivery of materials by
suppliers, electronic transmission
of purchase orders and other data
(EDI) between Rank Xerox and
suppliers, and various other
initiatives which are the subject
of separate projects currently

being worked on.
When we asked whether the
operator 'pull' system was
coming up to expectations, the
answer was an unqualified "Yes"
During its development, the
process was simulated as far as
possible in the manual
environment of the existing
5012/14 facility, and a trial
assembly station was set up to
show staff what the new layout
would be like. But it was still a
bit traumatic for them.
As Peter Whiles,
implementation manager for the
showcase project, pointed out:
"Just before Easter, build
operators were working on a
conveyor system. When they

Mark Sleeman (5012/14) puts in a
request for materials through the
operator pull system.

Right: Section manager Graham
Weaver and Neil Jones, 5012/14
assembly manager, gel the OK
on a 5012 machine.

came back from holiday they had
to get used to a new location, and
a new way of working.
"Suddenly they had the fully
fledged operator pull system, the
illustrated assembly process
(lAP), the product movers and
trolleys to get used to — quite a
shock to the system!
"There were some amusing
incidents. People occasionally
forgot their passwords for the
terminals, or let them expire, and
they got themselves lost.
"We had, of course,
recognised we would be going
through a learning process and
were prepared for teething
problems.
"We identified some shortfalls

in the facility, which primarily
revolved around sub-assemblies
build, and we have now
integrated all these into the line.
"People have been very
positive. They have worked with
us to help resolve problems and
we learned valuable lessons
which we applied to the 5018/28
line when that arrived on the
scene."
On our tour of the new facility
in building I , section manager
Gary Sleeman (5012/14
production control) showed us
how materials are being supplied
to the production floor under the
new system.
And at the stores office we
came across a new category of
workers — materials processors.
Combining clerical and
industrial work, they carry out a
variety of jobs, from accessing
the materials system to acting as
storemen, drivers and
marshallers.
"They took to the job like
ducks to water and," says Mike
Bendall, "one of the remarkable
things is that they learned on the
job."
The materials processors
confirmed that they like the
variety of work and the fact that
they can now see the whole
operation, not just a part of it as
previously.
The stores office is equipped
with banks of terminals and
printers. Requests for material

A 50IHI2H 'goods train' — the trolley towed hy the product mover carries
sufficient stock for a cell of three build stations.

from operators and pre-assembly
are received on the terminals, and
batches of picking tickets are
printed out.
Says Maurice Prout, section
manager, goods receiving and
stores, "We guarantee to satisfy
the customer within a maximum
of four hours."
Incoming supplies are
specially identified for the new
facility and are brought into the
JIT buffer stores. There are high
racks for the carton and pallet
stores, and low racks for the low
value items, which sounds
logical!
The carton and pallet goods
are 'pulled' via the terminals,
while the low value items are
topped up daily at assembly
stations.
It's a busy scene, here and in
the pre-assembly area where
pallet goods are delivered and
kitted on to trolleys. (Cartons go
direct to the stations.)
The pre-assembly of kits for
the 5018/28 line differs from that
for the 5012/14. Far fewer, but
bigger, piece parts are involved
and about 90 per cent, of the total
material can be loaded on to a
kitting trolley.
This is then coupled to a
product mover at the start of the
line, forming a little goods train.
The pre-assembly area and the
dunnage chutes, along with PED
and materials offices, occupy
about a third of the whole
production facility.
The rest of the floor, apart
from the refreshment area and
managerial offices, is devoted to
production — and as our cover
picture shows, it presents a rather
different appearance to what we
have been used to.
It is spacious, uncluttered, and
you can see right across the build
lines, so i f there are any problems
with material flow, these can
quickly be identified.
The clear view has been
achieved by limiting the height of
racks and trolleys, and by the
positioning of the 300ft long
service grids high overhead.
The latter, which carry
electricity, air and

Norman Rudge. 50IHI502H assembly
manager, discusses copy quality with
Roger Keye during a final run and
lest on a 5028.

^

telecommunications, are
connected to the station terminals
and service trolleys by expanding
leads, thus enabling maximum
flexibility of the assembly layout.
This flexibility was put to the
test, and proved equal to it, when
shortly after the 5012/14 line had
been set up, a 30 per cent,
programme change occurred.
Another noticeable new
feature is in the packing areas.
As well as the main Message
Maker bringing general news
items, there are smaller versions
on the pack lines — for a specific
purpose.
Every time a packed machine
comes to the end of the conveyor,
the flash STF lock system, as it is
called, checks back with the test
operator terminal that the
machine has been flash tested
before brightly confirming that it
is OK to ship.
Further changes in the
interests of quality of practices
and environment have been
made.
"The aim is to be world-class
and. as part of the drive, we have
had to match the benchmark
companies in matters like
allowing no eating, drinking or
smoking on the shop floor," Peter
Whiles told us.
To meet the requirements of
its customers, the refreshment
area has separate rooms for nonsmokers and for making tea.
And although the lighting
leaves nothing to be desired,
windows on the outside wall
have been added to provide an
enhanced working environment.

From left: Colin McHugh and Martin
E.xell (works engineering} discuss the
lowering of the 5018128 pack line to
accommodate future products with
Richard Fearnall and Vance Hopkins
(MED) and Adrian John (assembly).

Things to come

In the M2000 project office, Matt Jackson, John Court and Wilf Jones study a
model of the focussed factory.

ALREADY PHASE 2 of the
focus.sed factory project is being
worked on.
This involves clearing the
south end of the building to
provide an engineering lab and
second refreshment area, to
relocate PQA from the ridge and
to enable the installation of a
machine despatch facility.
Among elements of
automation being studied is the
development of a low cost
automated product mover.
Production models currently
in use are based on a motorised
golf trolley and consist of three
sections so as to enable
development of each
independently.
Charged from the service

trolleys, these movers are
manually steered using a start
button and 'dead man's handle'.
Explained Wilf Jones: "We are
working with the Polytechnic of
Wales and Oxford University to
develop a prototype, with height
adjustment, which will be selfguided through the use of sen.sors
to follow a tape or white line on
the floor
"It will be fitted with
ultrasonic sensors to detect
obstacles and stop before making
impact. It will also be operated by
a pressure strip instead of a press
button as at present.
"The development of
'intelligent' movers, linked by
microwave to a host computer, is
a future possibility."

Teacher
studies
the appliance of
science on site

4

" A L L TOO often lessons in
physical science can be too
abstract, too divorced from the
real world, to make any real
impact upon children.
" I f industrial processes can be
seen to involve applications of
science and technology, then what
a pupil is learning may not only
make more sense but also be of
greater educational value," says
Keith Butcher.
Science teacher from
Heywood School, Cinderford, a
comprehensive school for 11 to
16-year-olds, he has been
seconded to Mitcheldean plant for
the summer term through
Gloucestershire SATRO (Science
& Technology Regional
Organisation).
Welcoming the chance to
observe the application of science
and technology at first hand,
Keith says: " M y secondment has
provided an opportunity for
school and industry to be jointly
involved in the education process.
"It is with this in mind that one
possibility under consideration is
to use a photocopier as a 'centre
of interest'.
"This could involve the
teaching of traditional science
topics such as electrostatics,
optics, machines and electronics.
"Couple this with visits to
Rank Xerox, and pupils could not
only leam about scientific
principles; they could also see
their application in the assembly
and intemal operation of a
photocopier.
"Such a venture might serve to
capture pupil interest early and
make industry and engineering
more attractive. An improved
image may encourage more girls,
in particular, to consider a career
in the engineering industry.
"In addition, it is hoped that
this secondment will help to bring
Heywood School and Rank Xerox
even closer together in a
relationship which will benefit all
concerned."
When we talked with him in
June. Keith had already gained an
appreciation of our company
structure, staffing and training
through an induction course in the
training centre where he has been
spending much of his time.
He has had some opportunity
to update his teaching knowledge
through using the Open Learning
facilities, and has also been able

to study the xerography process.
"We have a 1038 in the school
resources centre and pupils are
able to use it under supervision.
But they don't actually know
what goes on under the platen —
now I shall be able to explain," he
told us.
Having served an
apprenticeship as an electrician
before he went into education, he
has particularly enjoyed 'getting
his hands in" with the
construction side of electronics
and seeing the assembly of
PWBAs.
He went to Welwyn plant with
Brian Fowler and Mikela Hale to
see the automated electronics
facility before' its transfer to
Mitcheldean commenced, and to
see paper testing in progress.
He also visited our electronics
lab. and spent some lime with
Julian Shufflebotham in works
engineering, attending meetings
and studying the company's
policy on energy management,
conservation and environmental
considerations.
He was delighted to have been
invited to see a demonstration of
lAP (illustrated as.sembly process)
on his initial visit to discuss his
secondment, and has followed
that up with tours of new build
and refurbishing assembly.
Another highlight was a visit
to our C A D / C A M facility, where
the capabilities of the Intergraph
machines impressed him greatly.
" I had only ever seen this kind of
thing before on 'Tomorrow's
World'."

Keilh Butcher carries out an
exercise in basic electronics;
looking on is Mikela Hale (training
centre).

In getting to know about our
health and safety organisation, he
joined a group of local teachers
here on site in connection with the
Rank Xerox Primary Schools
Project (more about this in a
future issue).
To further his own
professional development, Keith
has also been studying the
'science of management',
focussing on areas like stress
management, appraisal and
management of change.
"We are going through a
period of change in education and
unless we can get that right, the
actual teaching will suffer," he
told us.
He has had talks with K i m
Taylor from group personnel,
Aylesbury, about appraisals, and
completed a Leadership Through
Quality course, being particularly
interested in the problem solving
aspect.
Keith has appreciated the
support and assistance of
company staff and we left him
looking forward to "many more
valuable learning opportunities."

Keith finds a 'centre of interest' in a 5046 machine as training officer Glan Jones
explains about the optics module.

Sixties Night
in the Spring
LSA A C T I V I T I E S
remained at the traditional level
during 1989/1990 with a summer
outing to Torquay and Paignton, a
social evening last November, a
Christmas draw (once again, no
committee member won a prize!),
and the 37th annual dinner,
featured on our centre pages.
Mitcheldean LSA was
represented at the annual dinners
held by the Welwyn, Rank Strand
and Rank Taylor Hobson
associations and they in turn were
represented at our event.
In his report at the annual
general meeting held on 27 June,
chairman Kevin Horrobin spoke
of the aim to increase the level of
LSA activity. Among ideas
discussed was a Sixties Night
aimed at some of the 'younger'
and "younger at heart', planned
to take place early in 1991.
Over the last few years an
archive library of LSA-related
material has been compiled. This
now has a permanent location in
building 6/2 and the intention is
to enhance and catalogue the
material.
A further objective is an
upgrade in communication
routines and a possible re-launch
of a form of newsletter.
Secretary Janet Ruck reported
a current membership of 597,
including 292 retired members,
with 16 members receiving their
25-year awards. Next year 23 will
become eligible for such awards.
New members are expected to
total 69 in 1991 and 72 in 1992.
This year's summer outing —
to Weymouth — was due to take
place as we went to press. The
social evening will be held in
November while the 38th annual
dinner is scheduled for 10 May.
LSA ties and stick-pins for
members to purchase at a small
fee will shortly be made
available.
The officers and committee
remain unchanged.

Aimed at tackling our major challenges of inventory control and manufacturing cost variances, the
two QIP projects presented at ORM in March and April respectively showed how improved styles of
reporting have resulted in significant benefits.

It's a question
IN ORDER to be able to reduce
inventory, commodity operations
needed to be able to measure
individual perfonnance.
Various inventory reports were
available, but although they gave
a good overview of total stocks, it
was unclear who was contributing
to the good or bad news, and by
how much.
It was this need to make
inventory performance more
individually accountable which
triggered off the QIP 'Inventory
Reporting at Planner/Buyer
Level", led by Tony Cudok.
"Identification of individual
impact on stock could be accessed
eventually, but the process was far
too time-consuming," said Tony.
"We tried using it on the Top Tens
approach, but it took hours of the
analysts" and other people's
time."
The requirements of the
customers identified by the team
(harness assembly, fuser centre,
materials logistics, CCM and
control) proved to be very
numerous.
"We could have developed a
process to meet every single one
in full. But the fact that we had to
have it up and running by the end
of June 1989, and the results had
to be achievable within MIS

of

accountability

Members of the Inventory Reporting QIP team meet to go through customer requirements. From the left are Dave Richards,
Dave Lloyd, Andrew Tate, team leader Tony Cudok. Bob Parsons and Alan Essex. (Other members of the team were Fred
Bach, Martin Haines. Simon Davies, Roy Watkins. Rees Williams, Graham Beach and Miles Quinton (WGC).i

resources, put this out of court,""
said Tony.
Through a Welwyn member of
the team, an existing WGC 'stock
on order" report was identified as
being most suitable for upgrading
and Roy Watkins of MIS gave the
team various options based on
this report.
Feedback from customers
enabled the team to establish key
requirements which could be met
in full and a service request was
initiated with MIS.
"We got the report working

properly, developed a work
process for the planner/buyers and
cut it in straight after the summer
close-down.
"It worked well, and could be
fine-tuned to meet changes in
business requirements," reported
Tony.
Evaluation of results showed a
major contribution to Mitcheldean
overall results of $19.3 million of
inventory, which enabled yearend target to be achieved for the
first time even
As for the planner/buyers, "As

long as I have an achievable
target I am happy," was the
general reaction.
For 1990, the team have
further improved the process. "We
are not focussing so much on year
end," explained Tony, "but are
measuring individual performance
on 'current period plus two"
outlook for each buyer every
period.
"As a result we remain
confident of repeating last year's
excellent result."

Getting to grips
with MCV causes
FURTHER ADVANCES have
been made in the battle against
MCVs — the differences between
planned and actual manufacturing
costs.
The Manufacturing Cost
Variance (MCV) Reporting and
Control Project was set up as a
follow-on to the highly successful
1988 M C V QIP which won an
award at the Mitcheldean Quality
Convention that year, and was
nominated for a European Team
Excellence Award.
The 1988 project achieved its
major goals: making people on
site much more aware of MCVs,
and giving our operations
management knowledge of how
their performance against targets
in every aspect of the plant's
activities is measured financially.
The initial stages of this latest
project focussed on the remaining
areas for improvement associated

with the current process.
After a couple of meetings, it
became clear that we should
concentrate on directing the
efforts of operations management
to the major causes of their
controllable MCVs each
manufacturing period.
Having defined the problem,
we now had to settle on a set of
customer requirements. There
were quite a few of these —
control has a lot of demanding
customers!
In good Leadership Through
Quality style we prioritised the
areas for improvement and
decided to attack our style of
reporting as our no. 1.
This meant developing new
reports in line with the agreed
customer requirements and
tailoring the reports for specific
uses, both on and off site.
We generated solutions to

The MCV control team — Paul Overton (recently appointed manager, financial
planning & analysis), team leader Jan Powell, Alan Davies, Doug Bevan (now
transferred to FP&A at Marlowj and Tony McNally.

satisfy other customer demands.
We also developed the 'nonfinance guide to MCVs", as well
as giving training sessions for
people who had successfully
avoided contact with MCVs in the
past!
The main benefits coming
from the project so far are:
• Every category of MCV has
an 'owner' and is controllable.
• Problems are discussed with
those who have the responsibility.
• Focussed areas for

improvement are agreed between
finance and operations managers.
• Agreed action plans are
developed with due dates for
completion/feedback.
We have all been working hard
as a plant team to reduce MCVs.
They po.se a major threat to our
business, and the aim is to
continue to improve and refine
the process so that we can reach
our goal of completely
annihilating them.
Doug Bevan

PRINCIPAL GUEST at the 37th
annual dinner of Mitcheldean's
Long Service Association, held
on 11 May, was a man who had
once tumed down a job in Rank
Xerox Manufacturing Operations.
"Had I joined then. I would
have had close on 30 years'
service," said Lyndon Haddon,
who as director, marketing
support, has responsibility for
product marketing, service and
logistics operations.
In fact, he joined RXHQ in
1972, so he now has two years to
go before qualifying as a longserver.

25-year award people pictured with Lyndon Haddon (far right).

Our exciting journey
In the course of his career he
had, he said, attended award
presentations in three parts of the
world — the USA, Europe and
Japan. The Japanese make their
management sing at such
occasions, he reported (which
caused some constemation at the
top table!).
Before he was called on to
present the 25-year service
aw*ds and address the 250 or so
people attending the event, LSA
chairman Kevin Horrobin did the
'thanks, welcomes and
introductions'.
In the thanks category, special
mention was made of Janet Ruck
and June Knight, who were
responsible for organising the
dinner, held at the Chase Hotel,
Ross-on-Wye.
Attending an award
presentation like this was a bit
awe-inspiring, said Lyndon
Haddon.
"You guys," he said (and that
meant the ladies too!), "have
shown commitment over a long
period of time and have seen a
Happy groups of diners.

great many changes in
Mitcheldean in the 20 to 35 years'
plus you've been here."
Reflecting on the dark days of
the company, when Japanese
competitors were making better
products at lower cost and we
were ignoring them, he said "It
wasn't until the '80s that the
'sleeping lion' came back."
He reminded his audience that
"we are in a neck and neck race
with these Japanese. We can't
afford to stop running."
But, he added, "You can be
proud of working with a company
that has stood up against the
toughest competition in the world,
has survived and is still growing.
"We decided to take the
Japanese on at what they are best
at — quality, good products, low
cost. And the shining example
was Mitcheldean.
"The order of our strength is
our product range. The best
marketing won't work unless the

products are world-class. You can
advertise them, sell them, but i f
the product is not any good the
customer comes back and tells
you.
"We have a unique advantage
over many of our competitors and
that is the RX name and the RX
quality.
"Thank you from the
marketing point of view for
continuing to provide these
products that we are proud to
sell."
He pointed out that a company
is not about plants or buildings —
it is about a team of people who
over a period of time leam to
build on each other's strengths, to
work as a unit that gets the end
results.
"You at Mitcheldean represent
such a team and you represent the
first team," he said, proposing a
toast to Mitcheldean employees,
past and present, and to "a very
bright future this year and into the
next century."
Now in his sixth year as plant
director and his fourth as LSA
president. David Stokes gave
some up-to-date statistics about
the association, its membership
and activities, and paid tribute to
the serving committee.
He referred to the recent death
of founder member and former
chairman Ray Camp — the oldest
retired member of the LSA — and
extended sympathy to his wife
Edna.
On a happier note, he spoke of
Esmee Halford, section manager
in configuration control and our
longest serving lady employee,
who completed 35 years with the
company this year. "She worked
for me in my first job when I was
manager of that department," said
David, presenting her with a
beautiful bouquet.
Looking back over the past
year, David highlighted some
significant milestones which had
again brought our plant to the
crossroads of change for the
future.

ahead

David Stokes presents a bouquet to
Esmee Halford.

Featured earlier in 'Vision',
they included the 1989 Best
Factories Award last October, the
major commendation for the
Mitcheldean Enterprise
Workshops scheme, and the
production of our one millionth
copier, both of which occurred in
December.
Earlier this year we achieved 3
million working hours without
sustaining a lost time accident.
"This is the first time that this
has happened on Mitcheldean site
and it establishes a corporate
benchmark reflecting our
continued drive towards
maintaining a safe working
environment." (At the time of the
dinner the clock stood at almost
3'/2 million hours and it was
hoped to reach the 4 million mark
by the end of July).
The achievement of a
corporate team excellence award
by the joint employee and
management job evaluation team
at Leesburg was a tremendous
achievement, he said, and the fact
that "we have been recipients of
such an award in three of the last
four years speaks volumes for
employee morale and teamwork."
Unfortunately it had not been
possible to maintain employment
levels, due to conclusion of build
on some products and a company
policy of bleeding off stocks to
improve return on assets, and
some 400 left the plant during the

T H O S E who qualified for
LSA 25-year service awards
this year were: Graham
Beavan, John Marshall, Ken
Fox, (>raham Smith, Allan
Edwards, Alec Davis, Dave
Hart, Roger Trigg, Stuart
Meek, Steve Carpenter, Tony
Symonds, Gordon Bowkett,
John Overbury, George
Cresswell, Bernie Bennett
and Roger Winman.

year through early retirement and
release of temporary
supplementary staff.
However, having come
through this difficult period, we
are entering a new and exciting
phase involving significant
change to the site configuration,
business and activity levels.
"Through what we describe as
our Mitcheldean 2000 strategy, a
fully integrated philosophy built
on the solid foundation of Just In
Time manufacturing practices, the
plant is now gearing itself to meet
the competitive challenges of the
1990s.
"We are confident this strategy
will result in our plant being
recognised as a truly world-class
supplier of quality products, able
to compete with the very best in
the world.
"Significant investments in
each of the areas of our business
will be required and Em pleased
to say that the first two stages of
this financing have been
authorised and put into place.
" A l l the strategies and
objectives associated with M2000
have been shared with the
workforce and by way of
demonstrating our commitment to
involvement we have employee
representatives participating in all
the project teams."
He listed the phases of the
strategy — moving our low
volume models into the new
showcase manufacturing facility
A line-up of long-serving assembly men.

(now completed), upgrading parts
manufacturing and harness
facilities, reconfiguring our
refurbishing activity, improving
materials and products logistics
flow, and developing proposals to
extend the range of our business
by manufacturing and assembling
some of the components that we
currently purchase from external
suppliers — what we call 'vertical
integration".
In this latter context, he
explained that, with the relocation
of the European electronics
manufacturing facility from WGC
to Mitcheldean, a world-class
Electronics Manufacturing Centre
was being set up and this would
result in a growth of employment
at Mitcheldean over the coming
months.
"It's difficult to be precise
about the projected size and
ultimate mission for the plant.
However, with our M2000
strategy and the establishment of
the strategically important
Electronics Manufacturing Centre
on site, I believe prospects for the
plant and ultimately the Forest of
Dean are excellent."
In summary, he said, over the
last six years Mitcheldean plant
had developed from an inflexible
and relatively inefficient
operation into a benchmark
manufacturing facility.
"We cannot, however, afford
any complacency. We have to
become world-class in every
aspect of our business.
"We have been given a unique
opportunity. It's now up to all of
us to make sure we capture it. I
believe we have the organisation,
employee skills, motivation and
capability to get there.
"For those of you still part of
the team, it will be an exciting
joumey; for our retired
colleagues, just watch this space!"
Bernard Morris, director,
group personnel D & M Europe,
responded for the guests, who
included representatives of Rank
Strand, Rank Taylor Hobson and
WGC.
He conveyed regards from

European
technology
director
appointed
Michael .Smith

RANK X E R O X has appointed
Michael Smith as director of
European research, technology
and development, reporting to
Bernard Fournier, managing
director.
Elected to the board of Rank
Xerox Limited, he will be
located at the company's
European Systems Centre at
Welwyn Garden City.
Apart from his
responsibilities for the Systems
Centre and photoreceptor
manufacturing operations, he
will also be in charge of
EuroPARC — the company's
research centre in Cambridge
— and the development and

implementation of the Rank
Xerox '92 strategy in which
capacity he will be assisted by
Michel Odelga, director of
international trade relations.
Additionally, the company
has formed a European
Software Development Centre
under marketing director
Lyndon Haddon, which Mike
Smith will manage on a
temporary basis.
He has been with the
company 28 years and most
recently has been a senior vice
president with Xerox
Corporation's development and
manufacturing division.

Lucky raffle prizewinner Keilh Williams
with Frances Haddon
and MC Alan Cryer.

Dick Holmes, recently retired,
and regrets from Steve Tiemey.
Dick's successor as vice president
and director of EMO, who was
unable to be present.
Referring to another top level
change — the appointment of Al
Dugan, who succeeded Eric
Steenburgh as vice president and
general manager of D & M / M O —
Bernard spoke of the good
impressions that A l had gained
during his recent visit to
Mitcheldean.
From the personnel aspect, he
said, the safe working hours
achievement was a significant
one.
Mitcheldean had set the lead
for the rest of manufacturing
operations, for soon after the 3
million milestone had been
reached, reports came in of zero
accident figures throughout D & M
Europe including operations in
India and Egypt.

usual expertise and Lyndon
Haddon's wife Frances kindly
presented the winners with their
prizes.
"One of the best dinners ever,"
was the general verdict.

"It's a credit to the way we
operate," he said.
The speeches over, Alan Cryer
conducted the raffle with his

or ring me — ext.566 or Dean
542415.

Any news for Vision?
If you have, then please —
mail it to me in bid. 6/2,
or leave it at any gatehouse for
collection by me,
or post it to me at Tree Tops,
Plump Hill, Mitcheldean GL17
OEU.

Myrtle Fowler, editor

In each assembly cell the top and
bottom parts of the housing are built
at the facing benches and married at
the connecting bench on the left.

The men who got it all 'up to steam'
— Brian James and Keith Livens from
WGC and (right) Simon Davies
(Simon has now left to start up his
own business).

New home for
dev housing
FOR TWELVE of the 22-strong
team working in the new
developer housing operation in
building 13/2, it's a case of 'hallo
again!'.
Released about a year ago,
they were taken on once more this
spring to join ten permanent staff
redeployed from within the site
and they have gelled in well
together.
To enable the newcomers to
polish up their skills for this new
activity, a simulated assembly cell
was set up in the training centre a
week before the start-up.
Then Keith Livens came down

from Welwyn and, with the
additional support of some WGC
operators, helped to bring the
whole team 'up to steam' with the
process.
"They were really first class,"
said Simon, who until recently
was manager in charge of
building 13 operations.
Keith had quite recently led a
QIP project at Welwyn to improve
the balance of the operation, and
he was able to see the changes put
into effect at Mitcheldean.
Prior to the arrival of its new
occupants the whole top floor was
spruced up and a basic canteen

In the toner fill section Richard
Powell fits a cartridge into a housing
module. The holding fi.xture motor
drives the transfer of toner into the
housing.

^^^^^

service installed which is now
being upgraded.
Further refmements are
planned to make it a first-class
working environment.
Most of the hardware from
Welwyn was brought up in the
service lifts. But a wide window
had to be taken out so that the
biggest item — the automatic
developer filling unit — could be
lifted in by crane.
Once that was in place it was
possible to build the rest of the
facility.
There are three assembly cells
staffed by five people each — two
working at opposite benches
assembling the top and bottom
parts of the module, and a fifth
person marrying the parts at an
adjoining third bench.
The completed housings are
then passed to the toner fill
section. Here a bank of fixtures
holds them in place, each with a
little motor which drives the
transfer of a controlled amount of
toner from the cartridge into the
housing. This five-minute
operation is necessary to prime
the system.
The housings are then fed, one
at a time, into the automatic fill

The men who have taken over —
Keith Parrett as manager, building 13
operations, and Boh Haste as dev.
housing section manager.

unit for a 'dose' of developer.
The developer comes in drums
from Venray and this is poured
into a hopper at the top of the
unit. A series of conveyors then
carry it down into a smaller load
cell hopper which feeds a
controlled amount into each dev.
box, an operation which takes just
40 .seconds.
The housing is then removed
and, after a valeting with a hand
vacuum, is put into a box
cushioned with moulded packing.
A final run through a 'tuck and

Maria Drew (right) vacuums housings and puts them in polythene bags: Lil
Broome then packs them in boxes and runs them through the taping machine.

Steve Wilkins feeds a housing into the automatic dev. fdl unit. An end-of-shift
results analysis is obtained from the printer seen left.

Steve

— a man of many

THE TECHNICIAN, the
employee representative, the
assessor of manual skills — these
are three roles that Steve Venner
currently plays at Mitcheldean.
Not simultaneously, but
sometimes he covers all three in
the course of a day.
First the technician. A
Berkshire man, Steve reckons the
best move he ever made was
when he left his job in a printing
firm in Reading and came to this
area, setting up home in Lydney
with his Forest-bom wife Susan
and starting a new career.
Taken on in CBA assembly 13
years ago, he switched to working
on low volume copiers,
progressing to stand-in,
mechanical assembly adjuster
and, more recently, technician,
carrying out final run and test of
5018/28 machines.
He became an employee
representative when, ten years
ago, he was elected a shop
steward in the GMB (General,
Municipal and Boilermakers)
Union.
Moving up the union ladder,
he became deputy, then senior
shop steward with all the
responsibilities that that entails —
negotiating terms, conditions and
agreements, and generally helping
to resolve problems involving
industrial staff.
But it is in his role as a MAST
assessor that Steve can claim to
be unique.
Before mastering MAST, he
qualified as one of several
practitioners on site in M T M
(methods time measurement) —
the system used throughout Xerox
for developing methods and
compiling standard times.
For this, Steve took a course
which culminated in a five-hour

continued from opposite pa^e.

tape' machine and it is ready for
shipping to 5018/28 assembly and
Webster.
Sample testing takes place
after every operation, and the
developer unit produces an endof-shift report on the yield and
critical variables, thus enabling
the implementation of SPC.
The new activity is running
smoothly and team spirit is
reported to be at a high level.
And talking of heights, there's
lots of walking involved up and
down the hill, so they should all
be getting fitter!
The outlook is fine, too, in
another sense, for the section is
located in the south westem
comer of the floor with pleasant
views across the Abenhall
countryside.

Steve Venner studies some MAST
results.

examination.
With the M T M certificate in
his hands, Steve was eligible to
take the course for MAST 1 and
2, which meant lots more
studying, this time off-site, and a
seven-hour examination.
Success made Steve the only
union person currently qualified
to carry out MAST assessments
and validations.
A part of our quality drive, this
manual abilities/advanced skills
test is an MTM-based system,
acquired by the company and
developed by Dave Higman
(product training manager) and
industrial engineer Dave Barrett;
it is used to assess both operators'
skills and the required job skills,
and to match the two.
For many weeks now, Steve
has been one of the team carrying
out assessments and, if need be,
validations — checking the

findings and advising on the type
of training that may be necessary.
"We put people through
exercises which relate to basic
motions such as aligning and
setting and we measure their
accuracy, speed and other quality
aspects.
"New supplementary staff are
having to undergo the MAST test
prior to being employed; but
we've had permanent staff
coming along and volunteering to
take it too.
"It's nice to feel you have
enabled people to polish up their
skills and helped to ensure we
don't have any square pegs in
round holes," says Steve.
Along with employee
representatives from other unions
he has also been participating in
M2000 projects; and he recalls
one QIP project when he lent a
hand — literally.
It was aimed at ensuring the
safe use of knives when opening
packages in the retote area. To
press home the message, Steve
had his hand professionally made
up to look as if it had been
injured.
"It was so convincing in the
photographs put on display that
people really believed it was for
real. Since that QIP the number of
accidents involving cuts has gone
way down," Steve told us.
Preventive care is, incidentally,
a role in which his wife is
involved as a qualified sister
working at Lydney Health Clinic.
She and Steve have three children
— five-year-old Laura, Amy (9)
and Ben aged 11.

As well as the family man,
there's Steve the sportsman,
participating in the annual skittles
and cricket competitions.
Captain of the X-Oners when
they were cricket champions in
1988, he has this year been vice
captain of the 'Leg-breakers'
from 5018/28 assembly.
The Leg-breakers are a mixed
bunch of engineers, as.sembly
staff and managers and Steve
gave warning that he might be
putting them — "especially the
managers" — through M T M to
check i f they were playing at the
correct speed and aiming the ball
accurately!
We don't know i f he did, but
the Leg-breakers made it to the
semi-finals, only to be beaten by
Steve Cooper's team. Judge's
Jury.
(Soon Steve will he taking on a
new role, as one of the permanent
staff recruited for the newElectronics
Manufacturing
Centre.)

Mark Barnard (group personnel)
and Lisa Coleman (5018/28
assembly) pictured at their
wedding on 19 May at Holy
Trinity Church, Drybrook.

Wooden
spoon
for
skittlers

Obituaries

Garry Davies shows
Josie Jenkins the trophy
on display.

THE FINAL event in the Rank
Xerox Business Park
Interdepartmental Skittles
competition was a new and a
novel one.
In this, the 'best of the worst'
teams competed for the Wooden
Spoon trophy, donated by
Gardner Merchant.
Josie Jenkins, assistant
manageress, presented the prize
to the Taffbachs (building I

parts

materials staff) when they scored
186:179 against Hygiene
Services' team of Yes Men on
Saturday, 9 June.
Top scorer was 'Yes Man'
Ben Butler with 37, who beat
Garry Davies (Taffbachs) by
one pin.
The decorative spoon now
hangs in the stores office where,
they assure us. it won't be used
for stirring things up!

WE REGRET to report the deaths
of the following;
John Peacey on 21 May at the
age of 55. He worked in the paint
shop and had been with us since
1978.
Retired employee Ray Jones on
15 May at the age of 60. Ray, who
worked in new build assembly as
a stand-in, opted for early
retirement in 1987 after 18 years'
service.
Jean Marshall, aged 57, on 6
June. When she took early
retirement in 1982 she was
supervisor in the MIS punchroom. Both her daughters as well
as her husband Ray, another longserver, worked at Mitcheldean.
Our sympathy goes to the families
of all.

Service

Dave Evans

awards

Graham Smith

Ken Fo.\

30 years
IT WAS during his early days at
Mitcheldean that Dave Evans
caught the photography 'bug'.
He started his working life as a
shop boy in Bell & Howell
assembly, taking cameras to be
sprayed in the paint shop, fetching
items from stores and generally
carrying out errands. "It was a busy
life," he recalls.
Within a few years he was
helping to build the 624 cine
camera, then going on to assemble
the early 914 and 813 xerographic
machines.
He was one of the first 15 to join
the 4000 main line and later worked
at Lydney on the 2300 copier. There
were also spells in between spent in
nor-assembly areas — operating
drills in the machine shop and
carrying out wire-cutting activities.
For the past few years he has
been a cableform operator in
harness assembly — a job he
thoroughly enjoys. " I like tackling
new projects — as long it's
assembly work." he told us.
Dave likes to get out and
about, and a highlight of his 30
years with us came in 1985 when
he attended the company's
'Directions' event held in
London's docklands for the
launch of laser printing business
solutions.
In his leisure time he goes all
over the country attending country
and westem festivals. " I have a
collection of 1.400 LPs of country
music, both old style and modem
day versions, and now I'm
branching out into CDs. Raymond
Froggett and Daniel O'Donnell
and their bands are two of my
favourites."
And photography? Dave
shoots on 35 mm — and he used to
sport a cine camera, as his
brother-in-law Jack Bamard of
export packing (another longserver) can testify.
" I had taken some footage of
the Sevem bore." said Dave, "then
afterwards 1 filmed the wedding
of Jack and Mary. But 1 forgot to
change the spool over
"As a result, the film showed
them arriving at the church and
then a great wave advancing on
the scene!"
Dave has now acquired a video
camera and when we talked with
him he was planning to film the
wedding of his niece — the
10 daughter of long-server Tony Harris

of small batch who recently took
early retirement.
" I ' l l make sure there aren't any
wave effects this time." added
Dave.

25

years

Ken Fox has worked on just
about all our models over the years.
He started on the 813 and 914
machines, then went with the 3600
sorter activity to Gloucester Trading
Estate in 1968.
Becoming an electrical adjuster,
he worked on the 4000 family, as
did his late father (also Ken but
better known as Pete) who was a
foreman inspector.
In the years following he was
involved in high and low volume
new build, harness assembly and,
more recently, refurbishing.
Promoted to section manager
two years ago, he has held that post
in dismantle & clean. Squirrel/asset
recovery and, since February,
harness assembly.
At the time we featured Ken in
"Vision' way back in 1975, he was a
dedicated life-saver, holding
numerous qualifications.
Secretary and training officer of
the Gloucester & District Lifeguard
Club, he patrolled at watersport
centres but, he says, " I never
actually got the opportunity to save
anyone."
He was also involved with youth
work, leading Drybrook Youth
Club, taking youngsters abseiling
and canoeing and generally helping
with groups of RX apprentices at
Drake's Island Adventure Centre
near Plymouth.
A former snooker player, he also
used to play rugby for Cinderford
1st and Drybrook teams.
Today these sporting activities
have given way to studies, for Ken
has his sights on a diploma in
management.
In addition to participating in the
manager development programme,
he has enrolled on a career
manager's course and he finds the
Open Learning Centre "an excellent
facility" for this.
His wife Mary has just two years
to go before she too becomes a
long-server.
She used to work in electrical
subs; then when this was transferred
to Welwyn, she moved into small
copier new build and is now a cell
build operator in refurbishing.
"As soon as 1 told them I had

been a joiner al Litson's 1 was
marked down to assemble pallets
tor 813 machines." said (iraham
Smith, recalling his arrival at
Mitcheldean 25 years ago.
Later he moved on to the main
line and for many years he was
engaged on main or sub-assembly
of mid and high volume machines.
With the phasing out of CBA
new build. Graham switched to
assembling them in refurbishing;
then last year he commenced
working on 5046 machines and at
the time we called to see him on
night shift the section had just heard
the news about a big upturn in the
production programme.
Twenty-five years" service is
quite an achievement, but Graham
has a long way to go yet to match
the score of his brother Roy who,
when he retired several years ago.
was our longest server with 40
years under his belt.
Graham "s nephew (Roy"s son
Roger) also works in refurbishing as
a section manager — in fact, the
Smiths are a real Rank Xerox
family.

20

•Ml four of Grahams sisters
worked al Mitcheldean (longservers may remember Dulcie.
Rosemary (married to retired longserver Gerald Clayson). Doreen and
Phyllis). And it was here over 20
years ago that he met his wife
Wendy when she worked in finance.
They have a 17-year-old
daughter Clare and a son David
(14), both attending Dene Magna
School, and they look after a large
family of young people as well!
Together with Trevor Bullock
(CBA refurb.) and his wife Barbara,
they run the Mitcheldean Youth
Club for 11 to 21-year-olds.
"We have up to 80 a night in the
Community Centre on Thursdays,
playing table tennis, darts, etc., or
watching TV and videos.
"We've been running it now for
some four years and we could do
with a helping hand." (Volunteers
please contact Graham or Trevor in
building 3/2.)
Grahams own form of
relaxation is watching football and
playing skittles for Rank Xerox in
the Forest of Dean League.

years

Qualifying for 20-year service
awards in recent weeks were;
Roger Foxwell (transport). Terry
Robinson (commodity
operations), Sally Wall, Roger
Bames, Roben Partridge (5046
assembly), Stephen Foxwell,
Mark Reid (low volume new
build). Barry Clein (5046 QA),
Patrick Ward (refurbishing QA),

Reid Hopkins (hamesses), Terry
James (warehouse), Mike Gunn
(MED), Harold England (PQA),
Bill Smith. Robert Lawrence,
Jenny Turley (refurbishing
assembly), Margaret Treheme
(spares packing), Mervyn lemboli
(paint shop), Jan Sologub (parts
mfg QA).

From the left:
Bill Smith. Jan
Sologub, Barry Clein
and Mike Gunn.

Terry Robinson, Reid Hopkins, Margaret Treherne, Jenny Turley and the
Fo.xM-ell brothers, Roger and Steve.

Competing for Sin a
a bowl and vase day
ON A cold and windy April
morning, under threatening skies,
28 RX golfers arrived at Hereford
GC, Wormsley, to start the 1990
season.
The trophies on offer were the
Spring Bowl, a four-ball better
ball Stableford competition with
drawn partnerships, and a new
trophy, the Dennis Ede vase, for
the best individual Stableford
score.
As explained earlier, Dennis
has retired from regular
attendance on society days out
and wished to commemorate his
enjoyment of the last ten years.
Although some members
arrived 'just in time', everyone
had managed to find the course,
including Mark, and with extra
sweaters and waterproofs donned,
the action began.
Despite the inevitable 15minute downpour, morning scores
were very encouraging with some
excellent individual
performances.
Rich Matthews headed the
pack with 36 points, closely
followed by Jeremy Bamard and
Brian Snook, both scoring 35.
The team performances were
kept very closely to everyone's
chest and questions of 'How did
you do?' were well brushed aside.
After an excellent lunch and
shelter from the cold wind, it was

back out to face the elements,
which had improved somewhat
with the sun popping out at
regular intervals.
The green-keeping staff had a
shock in store for us, having cut
the greens, making them fairly
fast, and moving a number of tee
markers back. Nevertheless,
scoring was maintained at a
similar level to the morning
round.
Off his 2 handicap, Mark
Bamard carded a gross 72, 36
points, to win the aftemoon
round. Again, only one point
separated first and second with
three players tied on 35 points —
Ken Ellway, Wilf Jones and Dave
Tyler.
Both competitions had very
close results. The Spring Bowl
had four pairings tied on 79
points, the eventual winners. Ken
Ellway and Trevor Jones, just
edging Mark Bamard and Jim ' I
don't feel the cold!' Ahem by
virtue of a better back 9 on the
aftemoon card. (That was a good
birdie on the last. Ken.)
The Dennis Ede Vase was won
by ex-Mitcheldeaner Rich
Matthews with 68 points. Second
place belonged to Jeremy Bamard
(67 points) with third place shared
by Ken Ellway and Brian Snook
with 66 points each.
M.A.B.

Deadiy Dave duo
win ttie day
CIRENCESTER GC was the
venue for the RX Golf Society
Scratch and Powell Cups on 16
May.
The weather was quite windy
and cloudy to start with, but as the
day wore on, the clouds were
blown away and sunbum became
a problem.
After the morning round Dave
James led Dave Tyler by two
shots in the Scratch Cup with 72
to 74 respectively, whilst Graham
Beach (formerly of finance),
scored a net 63 to lead by two
shots from the "deadly Dave
duo".
In the aftemoon round, Dave
James scored a gross 79 to Dave
Tyler's 80 to give him an overall
three-stroke victory 151:154 in
the Scratch Cup, with Ken Ellway
third on 155.
The handicaps reversed the
Daves' position in the Powell
Cup, but by only one stroke, Dave

Tyler achieving an overall net 136
to his rival's 137.
Ron Carter also had an overall
net 137 to tie for second place
with Dave James.
One of the main topics of
conversation while golfers took
refreshment during the day and
enjoyed the chicken in wine
dinner, was the escalating costs of
green fees and meals which, it
was feared, might erode the tumout at future meetings.
G.A.D.

September

Show

JUST TO remind you — the Rank
Xerox Gardening Association holds
its 6th annual competition on
Saturday, 1 September. There are
41 cla.sses with homecraft and
photography sections as well as
flower and vegetable classes.
Schedules are now available from
the organising committee (for more
details about the photography
section, apply Terry Darrington).

pays
off
for
Claire
CLAIRE TURLEY was 21 earlier
this year — and she's just
received a 21st birthday cheque
for £1,000.
Actually the money marks the
21st birthday year of 'Slimming
World' and they are celebrating it
by giving away this sum each
month to any of their members in
the UK who tots up the highest
number of points under their
rating system.
And that's what Claire, who
works in harness assembly, did.
During the month of April she
collected 354 points — by losing
weight regularly each week, by
attending the slimming classes
each week, and fulfilling other
conditions.
"Last Christmas I weighed
over 16 stone. I lost around 2
stone on my own, and I've got rid
of another 2 stone since I joined
'Slimming World' in March," said
Claire.
"My target weight is 9V2 stone,
and I think I shall make it this
year. I've had lots of support from
all my friends."
Her diet is a three-category
one of free, fibre and 'sin a day'

Claire with the magic result of her
slimming efforts — £1.000.

foods — chips and crisps are her
chief 'sins'!
Whenever she is tempted to
slacken her efforts, she takes a
look at some size 12 clothes
which she is determined to fit
into.
Her mother, Jenny, who works
in refurbishing, says: "This prize
has given her further incentive to
keep up the good work."
Jenny qualifies as a longserver this August so 1990 is a
memorable year for her too.
We asked Claire how she was
going to spend her prize money.
She's into 'alternative music'
(music that doesn't get into the
charts) and enjoys vocalising, so
it will probably go on CDs, an
amplifier and other sound system
technology, .she told us.
Other would-be slim-liners
may like to know that Slimming
World classes are held in the
clubhouse during lunchtime on
Wednesdays, led by exMitcheldeaner Harlene Bell.

Disposal of liquid
HOW TO dispose of four litres of
whisky — that was the (arguably)
enviable challenge facing group
personnel officer Jeremy Bamard.
A player of some repute in the
RX Golfing Society, Jeremy is
also a member of the Lydney GC
(along with his brother Mark and
father Dennis, who is club
secretary).
Having won the Lydney club
qualifying round in the William
Lawson Scotch Whisky Cup with
a five under par net 60, Jeremy
acquired as his prize one litre of
whisky and a hip flask.
Then, in the regional final at
Abergavenny (there are 18
regions throughout the UK
involving 80 clubs), he gained the

assets

first gross and first net prizes,
which brought him three more
litres of the hard stuff plus a
crystal decanter.
Since neither he nor his wife
drinks whisky, he was faced with
a problem.
However, we understand that
he has now disposed of his liquid
assets as gifts to friends, so
employee involvement is not
being sought!
Jeremy now goes on to the
national final — a four-day event
in September at the Royal
Aberdeen GC — where a place in
the top three could lead to his
playing in the intemational final
at Quinta do Lago in Portugal.

RANK XEROX

Henny's
book
earns
royal
praise
ON MAY Day, Henny Meijer, a
senior cost specialist at RX
Venray, had a chat with Prince
Bemhard, father of Queen Beatrix
of the Netherlands, at the Royal
Palace, Soestdijk.
Not about copiers — though
the Prince does have a Xerox
machine — but about a book
which Henny has written entitled
The Bronze Lion —The Bronze
Cross — Military Bravery
Medals.
And the Prince rang him later
in the day to talk about the work
and to express his admiration.
We had an opportunity to see a
copy of this beautiful book too,
because Henny is currently
leading a group of Venray cost
engineers who come to
Mitcheldean from time to time.
They are supporting Peter
Street's European Integration

From left: Henny Meijer shows his hook to fellow team members Boh
Liddington. Jan Poos and Ben Steenblik. Many of the medals illustrated in the
book are from Henny's own collection.

team, providing tool and piece
part cost estimates on
forthcoming products.
Henny has built up quite a
reputation in the Netherlands on
the subject of orders and
decorations, and his collaboration
in producing this recent
publication was sought following
an earlier book. Orders and
Decorations of the Netherlands.
Sponsored by RX Venray, this
book too was presented by Henny
in person to Prince Bemhard in
1984.
His latest book is far more
comprehensive. It features all
military bravery awards
throughout the world from the

time of the Roman Empire to
those presented since the Second
World War.
Henny spent 2,500 hours of his
own time during the last two
years researching the information,
free of charge.
"It would have been
impossible to complete the project
in time without the aid of several
RXV people," he told us.
Their assistance with
programming, layout, typing and
illustrations, and the use of Xerox
'Star' and 820II computer
equipment, are acknowledged in
the book.
As a member of the
multinational Mitcheldean 1012

National Integration Team that
achieved a 1987 Corporate Team
Excellence Award at European
level, Henny earned Xerox
recognition in the form of a prize
of £850, which he chose to donate
to the High Wycombe-based
Rainbow Trust for War Widows.
Venray is the site of 8(K)
graves of British soldiers killed in
the Second World War Battle of
Overloon and Venray, an Allied
action that liberated that part of
the Netherlands.
As treasurer of the Veteran
Legion (the Dutch counterpart of
the British Legion), Henny helps
organise an annual 'Pilgrimage to
Venray' which was initiated to
enable war widows to visit their
husbands' graves as part of a free,
London-to-London five-day
excursion to the town.
The co-organiser of these
visits in the UK is Mrs Iris
Strange of High Wycombe, the
honorary president and secretary
of the British War Widows and
Associates Society who mn the
Rainbow Tmst.
Incidentally, Mrs Strange has
now become a member of
Henny's family — under the
'adopt a granny" scheme!
September next will see the
fourth Pilgrimage to Venray, and
this time the 27 or so pilgrims
will include war disabled people.
[f anyone would like to call hy
some hreaktime to see Henny
ahout his hook, would they please
ring first — he's on ext. 1105.

Skill — and speed — on board
PRIZE-WINNING players
received their awards from club
president Brian Buckland when
the RX Chess Club held its
annual general meeting on 12
June in the clubhouse.
Wilf Jones, as the winner of
most games in the league.

became the first to qualify for
the prestigious award of the
President's Cup, a new trophy.
The David Stokes Cup went
to the winning doubles
partnership of Dennis Brain and
Terry Darrington.
Dennis also won the Portman

Cup and was congratulated by
Brian on a very good season's
perfonnance. Runner-up was
Tony Burcher.
The Lightning Chess winner
for the second year mnning was
Terry Daunter. But we can
reveal that the club members

Brian Buckland presents Wilf Jones with the President's Cup at the Chess Club prize-giving.

have hatched a cunning plan in
an attempt to thwart speed ace
Terry — they have changed the
mies!
Pete Griffiths was mnner-up
not only in this latter
competition but also in the
President's Cup, along with
Terry Darrington, and in the
David Stokes Cup with Graham
Whitaker.
Brian thanked everyone
involved for their contribution
to a successful year, extending a
warm welcome to all playing
members and wishing the club
well in the coming season.
He even commiserated with
Malcolm Wootton, the club's
slowest player, for receiving a
fine for speeding (on the road,
not the board!).
The officers for 1990/91
season are: chairman — Wilf
Jones, secretary — Terry
Darrington, treasurer — Pete
Griffiths, committee members
— Terry Daunter, Malcolm
Wootton.
'Karpov'

